Membraneless organelles important to intracellular compartmentalization have recently been shown to comprise assemblies of proteins which undergo liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS). However, many proteins involved in this phase separation are at least partially disordered. The molecular mechanism and the sequence determinants of this process are challenging to determine experimentally owing to the disordered nature of the assemblies, motivating the use of theoretical and simulation methods. This work advances a computational framework for conducting simulations of LLPS with residue-level detail, and allows for the determination of phase diagrams and coexistence densities of proteins in the two phases. The model includes a short-range contact potential as well as a simplified treatment of electrostatic energy. Interaction parameters are optimized against experimentally determined radius of gyration data for multiple unfolded or intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs). These models are applied to two systems which undergo LLPS: the low complexity domain of the RNA-binding protein FUS and the DEAD-box helicase protein LAF-1. We develop a novel simulation method to determine thermodynamic phase diagrams as a function of the total protein concentration and temperature. We show that the model is capable of capturing qualitative changes in the phase diagram due to phosphomimetic mutations of FUS and to the presence or absence of the large folded domain in LAF-1. We also explore the effects of chain-length, or multivalency, on the phase diagram, and obtain results consistent with Flory-Huggins theory for polymers. Most importantly, the methodology presented here is flexible so that it can be easily extended to other pair potentials, be used with other enhanced sampling methods, and may incorporate additional features for biological systems of interest.
principles can be used to understand LLPS [40] . However, a computational framework 48 capable of capturing the general sequence specificity including both hydrophobic and 49 electrostatic interactions [35] and molecular details on both intra-and inter-molecular 50 interactions is still missing. All-atom simulation has the potential of fulfilling both 51 tasks [41, 42] with the use of force fields suitable for intrinsically disordered proteins 52 (IDPs) [43, 44] . Such a force field has been recently applied to study the monomer 53 properties of TDP-43 which is known to undergo LLPS [45] . However, computational 54 efficiency imposes limits on the use of all-atom representation for simulating LLPS 55 directly. Even the use of coarse-grained simulations requires well-designed sampling 56 methods to overcome the enthalpy gap of the first order phase transition [46, 47] . 57 In this work, we introduce a general computational framework for studying LLPS, 58 combining a residue based potential capable of capturing the sequence specific 59 interactions and the slab simulation method capable of achieving convergence for phase 60 transition properties including critical temperature, and the protein concentrations in 61 dilute and concentrated phases. To demonstrate the capabilities of the model, we have 62 selected two model proteins: the LC domain of RNA-binding protein Fused in Sarcoma 63 (FUS), and DEAD-box helicase protein LAF-1, both of which are able to phase separate 64 in vitro and in vivo [6, 15, 25] . Mutations of FUS have been shown to be highly relevant 65 to the pathogenesis of ALS [48, 49] and display the ability to alter the kinetics of both 66 droplet formation and aggregation into fibrils [15] . In addition, both the full length and 67 disordered domain of LAF-1 have been shown to phase separate in vitro [25] , allowing 68 us to explore the impact of a large, rigid, domain on the LLPS behavior, and how this 69 framework performs for such systems. 70 The manuscript is organized as follows. First, we introduce our computational 71 framework including the coarse-grained potential, the sampling method and the 72 approach of considering folded proteins in the simulation. We then present the 73 application of the method to two imporant systems. We first show the comparison of 74 phase diagrams for wild-type (WT) FUS and a mutant, qualitatively consistent with 75 recent experimental measurements. Secondly we demonstrate how inclusion of the 76 folded domain alters the LAF-1 phase diagram. In both FUS and LAF-1, we show the 77 flexibility of the framework by providing the results for two different coarse-grained 78 potentials. Lastly, we investigate the phase diagram dependence on chain length, closely 79 connect to the "multivalency" effect often discussed in connection with LLPS. 80 
Methods

81
Coarse-grained Model Development 82 All-atom simulations are unable to reach the time scales needed to study phase 83 separation with current state-of-the-art computational hardware resources and sampling 84 3/24 Schematic of the two knowledge-based potentials used for short-range pairwise interactions. a) Each amino acid is treated as a single particle. b, c) Potential energy functional form for HPS and KH models at different interaction strengths, shown with a constant σ value of 6Å. d) Correlation between the amino acid interaction strength (Σ i ij ) in KH model and hydrophobicity (λ i ) in HPS model, colored by the side-chain properties of amino acids (i.e., red for charged, blue for polar, green for hydrophobic and yellow for other amino acids). e, f) The pairwise interaction parameters used in HPS and KH model shown in color maps with blue being most repulsive interactions and red being most attractive. Amino acids are colored and clustered as described in d).
methods. We therefore introduce a coarse-grained representation of the protein, in 85 which each residue is represented as a single particle (Fig. 1a ). The model takes into 86 account the side-chain charges and chemical properties of the 20 different types of 87 amino acids, listed in Table S1 , thus making it sequence specific. The potential energy 88 function contains bonded, electrostatic, and short-range pairwise interaction terms.
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Bonded interactions are modelled by a harmonic potential with a spring constant of 10 90 kJ/Å 2 and a bond length of 3.8Å. Electrostatic interactions are modeled using a 91 Coulombic term with Debye-Hückel [50] electrostatic screening to account for salt 92 concentration, having the functional form:
in which κ is the Debye screening length and D = 80, the dielectric constant of the 94 solvent medium (water). For all the simulations for which phase diagrams are generated, 95 a Debye screening length of 1 nm, corresponding to an ionic strength of approximately 96 100 mM, is used. For the IDP simulations to obtain R g , the ionic strength matching the 97 experimental condition (Table S2) is used. The short-range pairwise potential accounts 98 for both protein-protein and protein-solvent interactions. Here we have introduced two 99 different models: the first is based on the amino acid hydrophobicity [51] and uses
Hydrophobicity scale (HPS) model.
104
The first model uses a hydrophobicity scale from the literature [51] to describe the 105 effective interactions between amino acids. For use in the coarse-grained model, the 106 atomic scale is first summed up to obtain a residue scale and is then scaled to the range 107 from 0 to 1. The hydrophobicity values λ used for the 20 amino acids can be found in 108  Table S1 . The arithmetic average is set as the combination rule for both the pair 109 interactions λ between two amino acids and the size σ of the amino acids (i.e.,
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hydrophobicity scale λ i,j = (λ i + λ j )/2 and amino acid size σ i,j = (σ i + σ j )/2). The 111 combined pairwise interaction strengths for each amino acid pair are shown in Fig. 1e . 112 The Ashbaugh-Hatch functional form [52] which has previously been applied to the 113 study of disordered proteins [55] , allows the attractiveness of the interactions to be 114 scaled by λ (Fig. 1b) , and is described by,
in which Φ LJ is the standard Lennard-Jones potential
The pair potential for the least hydrophobic amino acid at a λ value of 0 consists of only 117 the repulsive term, making it equivalent to the Weeks-Chandler-Andersen functional 118 form [56] . The model contains one free parameter , which determines the absolute 119 energy scale of the short-ranged interactions and is set to be constant across all pairs.
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To determine the optimal , R g was calculated for a set of IDPs (Table S2) recently been noted [57] [58] [59] [60] . Since FRET probes an intramolecular pair distance, 124 inferring R g requires the assumption of an underlying polymer model with known pair 125 distance distribution and related R g . It has been shown that the commonly used 126 Gaussian chain model works reasonably well for IDPs in the absence of chemical 127 denaturants, but it breaks down when such denaturants are added [57, 61] . This is 128 because the polymer scaling exponent ν ≈ 1/2 for IDPs without denaturants present, so 129 that the Gaussian chain is a reasonable approximation for the denaturant-free 130 conditions we are concerned with. We obtain the R g using a Gaussian chain model with 131 a dye correction of 9 residues, as previously described [58, 62] . For SAXS, Guinier 132 analysis is challenging because the approximation is only valid for a small range of q 133 where the data tends to be noisy; when fitting a larger range of scatter angles, it tends 134 to underestimate the R g [57] . A proper treatment of SAXS data requires a model that 135 can also fit data at wider angles [57] [58] [59] 63] . Despite the limitations of the presently 136 used data set, we expect that the systematic errors introduced by data analysis methods 137 are still substantially smaller than the the deviation of the fit from experiment.
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However, a finer optimization of the model may require both the FRET and SAXS 139 experimental data to be more accurately analyzed. which have been widely used to characterize sequence properties of proteins. R g values 149 are observed ranging from 1.5 to 6.0 nm, and the predictions are good for naturally 150 occurring test sequences. The larger R g values obtained for some of the synthetic 151 sequences are outside the range observed for natural sequences in Fig. 2 , however this is 152 because the extreme synthetic sequences are essentially polyelectrolytes which are rare 153 in nature. Although we do not have experimental data for such sequences, we note that 154 the model still makes accurate predictions for the most charged protein in our data set, 155 Prothymosin α-N (Table S2c) , which has a net charge of -43 (-0.384 per residue), mean 156 hydrophobicity of 0.555 and R g of 2.87 nm.
It is clear that the HPS model describes the known sequence-specific features of the 158 disordered proteins, that is, a small mean hydrophobicity scale and a large mean net 159 charge. The Uversky plot in Fig. 3 shows a correlation of R g with both hydrophobicity 160 and mean charge per residue as seen in experiment [62] . It does appear that the 161 correlation is stronger with net charge, while both factors were correlated with scaling 162 exponents in earlier work [62] . This is partly because our sampled sequences span a 163 larger range of charge, and also because charge and hydrophobicity are correlated in 164 naturally occurring sequences, making it harder to separate their respective 165 contributions. Even so, however, the correlation with charge does appear to be better 166 also in experiment [62] . and
M J is from the Miyazawa-Jerningan statistical contact potential [53] . Regarding the 176 choice of α and 0 , the original literature identifies six sets of parameters, differing in 177 the treatment of interactions involving buried residues. Here we employ parameter set 178 D (α = 0.228 and 0 = −1.00 kcal/mol, Table S4 ) for IDR, which generates a reasonable 179 estimate of R g for a list of IDPs (Fig. 2) , and parameter set A (α = 0.159 and 180 0 = −1.36 kcal/mol, Table S5 ) for the helicase domain, which was parameterized for 181 interactions between folded proteins [54] , The correlation between the parameters of the 182 HPS and KH models for IDR is shown in Fig. 1d . We repeat the analysis previously 190 In order to determine the phase diagram of the disordered proteins, we utilize a 191 method [46, 66] , in which the high-density (concentrated) phase, with surfaces normal to 192 z, is simulated in equilibrium with the low-density (dilute) phase as shown in figure 4c 193 and in supplementary movie S1. This allows the determination of the equilibrium 194 density (or concentration) of proteins in each phase, and consequently the critical 195 temperature, as described in more detail below. The initial configuration for the slab is 196 prepared using the NPT ensemble with 100 protein chains at low temperature and high 197 pressure to collapse them into a concentrated phase. This initial equilibration is 198 conducted for 100 ns with periodic boundary conditions using a constant temperature 199 (150 K), which is maintained by a Langevin thermostat with a friction coefficient of 1 200 ps −1 and pressure of 1 bar with a Parrinello-Rahman barostat [67] . A time step of 10 fs 201 is used for all the simulations. The box size is first scaled to about 15 nm (25 nm for 202 7/24 full length LAF-1) for both x and y axes and then equilibrated along the z-axis using 203 anisotropic pressure coupling. Depending on the protein of interest and the pairwise 204 potential functions, the length of the z-axis can vary. The x-and y-dimensions were set 205 to 15 nm which is sufficient to prevent to most of the chains (> 99% estimated by a 206 random-coil model for a 170-residue chain) from interacting with its periodic image.
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Then the z-dimension of the box was extended to 280 nm (∼ 20 times larger than the 208 initial z-dimension box size). Simulations are then run at multiple temperatures for ∼ 5 209 µs using constant temperature and volume with a Langevin thermostat. The 210 temperature is gradually increased from 150 K to the targeted temperature over the 211 first 100 ns. The next 1 µs simulation is discarded as equilibration, and the remainder 212 (at least 4 µs) is used for further analysis. The LAMMPS [68] and HOOMD-Blue 213 v2.1.5 [69] software packages are used for molecular dynamics simulations in order to 214 benefit from both CPU and GPU resources. 215 We took several measures to verify that the initial configuration, system size and 216 number of steps are sufficient to obtain well-converged thermodynamic properties of the 217 system. First, we find that a simulation starting from a fully dispersed configuration, in 218 which chains are put far from each other, but having the same periodic box geometry, 219 will eventually coalesce to form a concentrated phase and generate a similar density 220 profile (after 4µs) to a simulation starting from a slab-like initial configuration ( Fig. S3 ). 221 Therefore a slab-like initial configuration reduces the length of the simulation required 222 for convergence. Second, we do not see a quantitative difference of the results between 223 the two halves of a 10µs simulation ( Fig. S4 ), suggesting 5 µs is sufficient for 224 convergence of the system. Third, we have also found that a system with 100 chains is 225 sufficiently large to avoid finite-size effects, as the results are identical to those from a 226 similar set of simulations containing 200 chains ( Fig. S5 ).
227
Slab density profile.
228
To determine the density profile along z, we first center the trajectory on the slab for respectively. The protein concentration is shown in unit of mg/mL.
237
Phase diagram.
238
The critical temperature T c can be obtained by fitting large if T 2 is greater than T c (Fig. S6d ). We can then obtain a typical phase diagram as 247 shown in Fig. 4b and the corresponding ρ c are from fitting Eq. 6 ( Fig. S6c ). Fig. 4c shows visualizations 250 of the different states of coexistence captured by these simulations. When the system is 251 above T c , the slab evaporates to a supercritical protein solution. When the temperature 252 is below T c , we see coexistence of two phases: one phase with free monomers and the 253 other with many proteins in a condensed, liquid-like assembly. The number of free 254 monomers decreases with decreasing temperatures to concentrations comparable with 255 protein concentration in the dilute phase observed by experiment [6, 25] .
256
Simulations with folded domain.
257
Proteins which undergo LLPS usually contain multiple domains, including both folded 258 and disordered domains [71] . Recently, Riback et al. found that poly(A)-binding protein 259 Pab1 exhibits LLPS behavior in the absence of its disordered domain, but does not in 260 the absence of the folded domains [14] , contrary to the notion that intrinsic disorder is 261 necessary for phase separation. Since both intrinsically disordered and folded domains 262 can form favorable intermolecular interactions stabilizing the high density phase, it is 263 only natural that they may both contribute to the LLPS behavior, and the 264 contributions may be distributed differently from protein to protein. Therefore it would 265 be beneficial to also introduce a framework capable of simulating LLPS containing rigid 266 domains, using full-length LAF-1 which contains a folded domain and two disordered 267 domains, as a test case.
268
The structure of the folded domain (helicase) of LAF-1 has not yet been solved, so 269 we have used homology modelling and the Modeller v9.17 package [72] to embed the 270 LAF-1 helicase sequence into its homologue with a solved crystal structure, VASA [73] 271 (Fig. S7 ). Here we employ the KH model with parameter set A (α = 0.159 and 272 0 = −1.36 kcal/mol) for all interactions involving the helicase domain, and parameter 273 set D for interactions between disordered regions. The reason for this is that a 12-6 274 potential allows buried residues to make a significant contribution to binding energies of 275 folded domains; this affects the affinity more than the specificity of the interactions. than the one we use here. When the structure of the folded domain is modelled, we 283 treat the helicase as a rigid body (i.e., "fix rigid" command in LAMMPS or 284 "md.constrain.rigid" command in HOOMD-Blue) in the simulation so that the structure 285 of the folded domain is preserved. Interactions between residues within the same rigid 286 body are neglected. The mass of the rigid body is scaled to be 0.5% of the original mass 287 in order to accelerate rigid body dynamics. When calculating the density of the folded 288 domain, the mass is scaled back to match the mass of the original folded domain with all 289 residues. The folded domain can in principle also be simulated using harmonic restraints 290 instead of rigid constraints, which would allow additional flexibility. However there is a 291 clear advantage for using rigid body dynamics in terms of computational efficiency.
292
Results
293
Phase separation of FUS and its phosphomimetic mutants 294 As a first application of our model to LLPS, we use the prion-like LC domain of the 295 protein FUS (FUS-LC) which is sufficient to induce LLPS in vitro in the absence of 296 other biomolecules [15] . FUS-LC is an ideal system to test our model as it is fully 297 disordered and displays very low secondary structure content [6] . The sequence is 298 largely uncharged, with only 2 anionic aspartate residues within its 163 amino acid 299 sequence. To test for sequence-specific effects, we conducted simulations for several 300 different variants of the FUS-LC peptide, wild-type and four phosphomimetic mutants 301 where a set of the 12 naturally phosphorylated threonine or serine residues are mutated 302 to glutamate. [74] The first of these mutants is the 12E mutant, which contains all 12 303 glutamate substitutions, and does not undergo LLPS under similar conditions to FUS 304 WT [75] . We additionally test the 6E mutant reported in the same work [75] , and two 305 designed variations of the 6E mutant, termed 6E' and 6E* which maximize and 306 minimize, respectively, the clustering of charged residues within the sequence under the 307 constraints of preserving the amino acid composition of 6E, and only mutating naturally 308 occurring phosphorylation sites. [76] 309 Utilizing the slab method, we have determined the range of temperatures at which 310 the simulated FUS chains contain both phases, and have calculated the coexistence 311 10/24 curve using both the HPS and KH models. The concentration of the dilute phase gives 312 the predicted critical/saturation concentration of the protein, the concentration above 313 which it will begin to form droplets in solution. The concentration of the dilute phase is 314 on the order of 0.1-10 mg/mL over the tested temperature range, consistent with typical 315 concentrations used to observe phase separation of FUS WT in vitro [6] (∼1-5 mg/mL). 316 We find that the critical temperature differs between the two models for FUS WT.
317
However the coexistence curves and the phase diagrams are qualitatively similar( Fig.   318 S9a), as are the intermolecular contact maps (Fig. S11 ).
319
To evaluate the impact of the phosphomimetic mutations, we determine the phase 320 diagram for FUS WT, 6E, 6E', 6E*, and 12E using the HPS model (Fig. 5 ). The 12E 321 mutant phase separates at a much lower temperature, with the critical temperature 322 smaller than even the lowest temperature at which we can observe coexistence between 323 two phases for FUS WT (due to the prohibitively small concentration of the low-density 324 phase). This is consistent with the experimental observation that FUS 12E is unable to 325 phase separate in contrast to FUS WT at similar conditions [75] . The 6E mutants all lie 326 between the two extreme cases, and have nearly identical phase diagrams as each other. 327 While the difference of just 6 amino acids results in a greatly altered phase-separation 328 ability, the rearrangement of these mutations does not seem to induce much change at 329 all. However, these mutations were done under very strict constraints which do not 330 allow for a significant change in the degree of charge clustering. We also calculate the 331 interchain contacts, defined as when two amino acids of different chains are within 332 2 1/6 σ ij of each other. There are no specific contacts formed in either of the cases (Fig. 333  S11) , suggesting that LLPS of FUS WT is not driven by a specific region within the 334 protein sequence. However, when comparing the different 6E mutants at the same 335 temperature, the degree to which different regions of the peptide interact are greatly 336 affected (Fig. S12 ). This shows that despite having almost identical phase coexistence, 337 the interactions involved in phase separation can vary.
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To further check the liquid-like nature of the concentrated phase, we calculate the 339 mean squared displacement (MSD) as a function of time for WT, 6E and 12E at 340 500mg/mL ( Fig. S8, Supplementary Movie S2 ). For each, there is a linear region with 341 non-zero slope suggesting that the concentrated phase is liquid-like, and not a solid 342 aggregate. The diffusion coefficient from fitting the linear region is ∼3x10 −6 cm 2 /s, 343 three orders of magnitude larger than measured in the experiment (4x10 −9 cm 2 /s [6] ) as 344 can be expected from a coarse-grained simulation and the increased relaxation time 345 used with Langevin dynamics. Finally, we check monomer radius of gyration in both 346 the dilute and concentrated phase and find that chains in the concentrated phase are 347 generally more extended than those in the dilute phase ( Fig. S13 ).
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Phase separation of IDR and full length LAF-1 349 Next, we apply our model to DEAD-box helicase protein, LAF-1, which has been shown 350 to phase separate as both its IDR and as full length, including a 437 residue folded 351 domain, in vitro [25] . To test the effect of inclusion of folded domains, three variants of 352 LAF-1 sequences have been simulated, including the N-terminal IDR of LAF-1, the 353 helicase domain and its full length variant with both the IDR and folded domain as well 354 as a short prion-like chain on the C-terminal. The IDR sequence contains a much higher 355 fraction of charged amino acids (∼26%) compared to FUS WT (∼1%), and FUS 12E 356 (∼9%), and includes both attractive and repulsive electrostatic interactions. For IDR 357 LAF-1, we simulated the phase diagram with both KH and HPS models. As was the 358 case for FUS WT, the phase diagrams are qualitatively similar for the two models ( Fig. 359  S9b) . For the helicase domain of LAF-1, the structure is predicted using homology 360 modelling and kept rigid in simulations (details in the Methods section).
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In Fig. 6 we compare the phase diagrams of the full-length and IDR regions of LAF-1. The phase diagram for the full length protein is shifted toward higher 363 temperatures, and suggests a smaller saturation concentration as compared to the 364 LAF-1 IDR alone at the same temperature. The results for the helicase domain alone 365 also show clearly phase separation (Fig. S10) . The experimental phase boundary in 366 ∼ 120 mM NaCl is ∼ 0.05 mg/mL for full length LAF-1, but ∼ 0.4 mg/mL for the 367 isolated IDR [25] . Even though we cannot accurately estimate the low protein 368 concentrations in the dilute phase so as to quantitatively compare with the 369 experimental values, we do see an increase in the saturation concentration when adding 370 the folded domain as has been seen by experiment. We note that the concentrations 371 obtained from the high density phase are much higher than recently estimated by Wei 372 et al. [77] , however, they are quite comparable with those measured by Brady et al. for 373 the similar DEAD-Box Helicase protein Ddx4 [78] . 374 The reason for the change of critical temperature upon inclusion of the folded 375 domain is likely two-fold. First, the folded domain contains more hydrophobic residues 376 with an average hydrophobicity (Table S1) of 0.664 (0.579 for the surface residues) in 377 contrast to 0.520 for LAF-1 IDR, therefore strengthening the intermolecular attraction. 378 In addition, providing more interaction sites per chain generally favors a higher critical 379 temperature, because more interactions can be formed with a smaller loss of entropy, an 380 effect usually referred to as multivalency [35] . The impact of multivalency on the 381 critical temperature will be investigated explicitly in the next section.
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In the concentrated phase, we also investigate the intermolecular contacts in Fig. 7 . 383 Unlike the case of FUS, there are regions along the sequence where there is a relatively 384 high propensity to form contacts, (residue 21 to 28, RYVPPHLR) and (residue 13 to 18, 385 NAALNR). These regions are present in both the IDR with the KH and HPS model 386 ( Fig. 7a and b ) and in the full length protein (Fig. 7c) . The central region of these two 387 segments is composed of uncharged amino acids, suggesting the importance of 388 hydrophobic patches in the sequence even with a large fraction of charged residues. As 389 is shown in both 1D and 2D contact maps (Fig. 7a, c and d) , the pattern of contacts 390 and the number of contacts of the IDR look similar in the IDR and full length LAF-1 391 simulations. This observation also applies when comparing the contact maps between 392 the helicase and full length LAF-1 simulations (Fig. S15 ). This suggests that the key residues contributing to the droplet formation are the same for the disordered peptide 394 with and without the folded domain (Fig. 7d) . Additionally, the disordered part of the 395 protein (including both the N-terminal and C-terminal disordered regions) contributes 396 more contacts than the folded domain in the simulation of full length LAF-1, consistent 397 with the experimental observations that the disordered region of LAF-1 is the driving 398 force for the LLPS [25] . The intramolecular contact map in the two phases ( Fig. S16 ) 399 supports the change of R g (Fig. S13 ) in that the peptide has fewer long range contacts 400 in the concentrated phase than in the dilute phase. 401 We additionally calculate the mean squared displacement (MSD) as a function of 402 time for all the three variants of LAF-1 (i.e., IDR, helicase and full length) at 403 concentrations predicted for the condensed phase at 210K (supplemental movies S4, S5 404 and S6), to see how the different regions affect the diffusion of the protein within the 405 concentrated phase. There is a linear region with non-zero slope for all the variants (Fig. 406  S8) suggesting liquid-like behavior. The IDR has a much larger diffusion coefficient 407 than both the full length and the helicase domain of LAF-1 making it the most mobile 408 of the three. This is likely due to its flexibility as well as the lower concentration. When 409 comparing helicase with full length LAF-1, which are at similar concentrations, there is 410 an order of magnitude difference in diffusion, further suggesting the importance of the 411 flexible region of the sequence for maintaining the liquid-like behavior of proteins inside 412 the droplet.
413
Multivalency of IDRs
414
Multivalency has been shown to be important in driving LLPS in experiment [20, 35] , in 415 which proteins with more repeated units begin to form droplets at lower concentrations. 416 Usually multivalency is used to describe a certain number of specific interaction sites 417 per molecule. For polymers, there is inherently a large number of possible interactions 418 14/24 between molecules, so for well-mixed sequences specific residue-residue interactions are 419 less likely to play a role in assembly. Nonetheless, increasing the chain length will (for a 420 given sequence composition) increase the number of available interaction sites per chain, 421 and hence multivalency.
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In order to investigate the mechanism of such behavior, we use a model system 423 where we take the first 40 residues from the N-teriminus of FUS and make several 424 repeated units in the form of [FUS40] n , in which n=1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. We then conduct 425 multiple slab simulations for these repeated units of FUS fragment (see detailed system 426 size in Table S3 ). In Fig. 8a we show the phase diagrams of [FUS40] n . It is clear that 427 with increasing chain length, the phase boundary shifts to a higher temperature and a 428 smaller concentration.
429
To understand the mechanism of such dependence, we apply Flory-Huggins 430 theory [79, 80] , which has previously been used to understand IDP phase 431 separation [9, 37, 38] , to fit the phase transition properties obtained by molecular 432 dynamics simulations when varying the chain length N . If we assume that each solvent 433 molecule occupies one lattice position, then the the critical temperature 434 T c ∝ N/( √ N + 1) 2 and the critical concentration ρ c ∝ 1/( √ N + 1). We can fit our 435 simulated T c and ρ c as a function of the chain length with these approximating 436 equations (assuming prefactor as the fitting parameter), as shown in Fig. 8b and c.
437
These results suggest that the phase diagram dependence on the chain length can be 438 described by Flory-Huggins theory. The term that is sensitive to the change of the chain 439 length in this theory is the mixing entropy per segment. When increasing the chain 440 length, the mixing entropy per segment decreases, and therefore the critical temperature 441 increases. It would then be easier to observe LLPS with a longer chain at the same 442 temperature, in the sense that the dilute-phase concentration is smaller, consistent with 443 experimental observations [20] . This factor needs to be considered carefully when 444 making mutations to protein sequences with the aim of understanding the molecular 445 origin of LLPS: in general, chain truncation or extension will disfavor or favor LLPS, 446 respectively, regardless of the sequence-specific effects. Similarly, when cutting a larger 447 protein into fragments in order to evaluate the contribution of each to driving LLPS, it 448 is expected in general that longer fragments will be able to phase separate at a higher 449 temperature.
450
Conclusion 451
We have introduced a general framework for conducting molecular dynamics simulations 452 of LLPS leading to protein assemblies constituting many membraneless organelles. The 453 level of coarse-graining, amino-acid-resolution, gives access to length and time scales 454 needed to observe this phenomenon, and to achieve convergence of thermodynamic binding between folded proteins. 465 We have tested the framework and the two force fields with two model systems, 466 which undergo phase separation in vitro, which yield phase diagrams giving the critical 467 temperature, and saturation concentration at the tested temperatures. Despite that 468 15/24 simplicity of the currently used potentials, and the fact that they were exclusively 469 optimized based on the properties of monomeric proteins, we demonstrate the ability to 470 predict how various perturbations to the system can change the LLPS. In the case of 471 FUS LC, the model is able to capture the experimentally observed variation of phase 472 diagram when introducing mutations. In LAF-1, the model is able to capture the 473 experimentally observed difference between the phase separation of full length and 474 truncated disordered-only sequences. 475 We have also investigated an important feature of LLPS regarding the dependence of 476 phase behavior on chain length, which is well established in polymer physics and was 477 previously observed in experiment [20] . We show that there is an upward shift in the 478 phase diagram (temperature-concentration) with increasing chain length, with the 479 critical point moving toward lower concentration and a higher temperature. At a given 480 temperature, the saturation concentration will be higher for shorter chain lengths. Both 481 the critical temperature and concentration are in good agreement with Flory-Huggins 482 theory and therefore suggest the behavior can be explained by relative loss of entropy. 483 With this in mind, if the phase behavior of interesting proteins cannot be observed in suggesting that non-specific hydrophobic interactions are largely responsible for driving 494 the phase-separation. For LAF-1, we observe excessive intermolecular contacts within a 495 specific region (residue 21-29), largely composed of hydrophobic side-chains, suggesting 496 that even though LAF-1 is 26% charged in sequence, hydrophobic interactions are still 497 an important driving force for LLPS. The identification of this region with enhanced 498 contact propensity shows that the model could serve as an initial screening tool for 499 future mutagenesis studies.
500
There are some features that cannot be captured in the presented model, but can be 501 added in the future work. First the absolute temperature of the simulation is not 502 comparable to the experiment. The phase behavior at the lower critical solution 503 temperature, which is observed in some disordered peptides experimentally [31] , cannot 504 be captured, either. Both require the addition of a temperature dependent solvation 505 energy term into the framework, and more experimental R g data (or other relevant 506 data) on IDPs to optimize the free parameters in the interaction potential. Second, we 507 have not fully tested the ionic strength dependence data even though the trend is 508 captured in LAF-1 with the current model, due to the breakdown of Debye-Hückle 509 electrostatic screening at high ionic strength. However, we do not see any ionic strength 510 dependence for FUS LC, which is inconsistent with the experiment [6] . To capture salt 511 dependence in proteins with negligible charged amino acid content, it may be necessary 512 to include a description of "salting-out" effects, i.e., the change of solubility with salt 513 concentration as captured by the Hofmeister series. In Fig. S18 , we show that the 514 literature-known amino acid specific salting-out coefficients [81] [82] [83] [84] are strongly 515 correlated with the hydrophobicity scale and therefore it may be possible to model the 516 salting-out effect with an additional energy term using the same hydrophobicity scale. 517 In the future, one would also like to introduce additional handles (such as a 518 structure-based potential for intramolecular interactions) to allow for conformational 519 changes within the folded parts of a chain. This will allow one to study LLPS of 520 16/24 proteins with small populations of folded regions that are important for self-assembly, 521 such as transient helical regions in the disordered domain of TDP-43 [45] . 
